


This and That is an award-winning collectible 
design atelier that retells the story of Indian 
craft though contemporary furniture, fabric and 
beyond. Based in the design capital of Ahmedabad, 
principal designer Ariane Thakore Ginwala opens 
the door to both the history and future of India’s 

design vernacular, one collection at a time. 

Design can be a powerful tool in the hands of 
craft, transforming not just  objects but the 
communities that make them. What started 
as a challenge to the perception of their work, 
now inspires our artisans to dream beyond. Our 
aim is to not just preserve traditional craft, but 
reimagine it — in scale, function, form and 

concept.



GOLA LOUNGE CHAIR TEAK Dimensions : W 27.25” x H 33.5” x D 31”



GOLA LOUNGE CHAIR BLACK Dimensions :  W 27.25” x H 33.5” x D 31”

‘Straddling the nostalgic and the new, it draws from 
the brightly hued shapes of traditional toys this craft is 
historically associated with. A perfect balance of colour 
and geometry.’



GOLA DINING CHAIR TEAK Dimensions :  W 23.5” x H 37.25” x D 22”

‘Reviving the art of lacquerware through a collection 
of sculptural furniture’



GOLA DINING CHAIR BLACK Dimensions :  W 23.5” x H 37.25” x D 22”



GOLA STUDY TABLE Dimensions : W 66” H 30” D 24”

Diving deep into the skills, materials 
and history of lacquerware, we worked 
with master craftsmen to create the 

Laakh collection. .



Tropica draws from a 
vernacular approach to 
the minimal, speaking a 
global tongue confident 
in its own accent. The 
collection of chairs 
and end tables is 
beautifully handcrafted 
in naturally seasoned 
materials. 

JAVA DINING CHAIR Dimensions :  W 22” x H 40.25” x D 23”



JAVA SOFA CHAIR Dimensions :  W 25.25” x H 33” x D 27”



‘Ekatva is an ode to a bygone era of handcrafted 
furniture, recast  for the contemporary soul.’

BLUE CANE BED Dimensions : H 58” W 110” 
Headboard H 84” W 85”

Mattress : H 21”



YELLOW CANE BED Dimensions : D 84” W 87” 
Headboard H 60”
Mattress : H 21”

‘The only thing we love more than 
the traditional is creating something 
timeless with it. We travel far and 
deep, collecting objects and ideas 
that inspire stories. In the process, 
we unearth memories, both that have 
passed and those yet to be made.’ 



Breathing life into found objects is more than just fixing it. We have a deep 
respect for craftsmanship, and every Ekatva piece is a collaboration between 

the hands that made the original and those that transform it. Sometimes 
objects live in our workshop for years, finding their way into the collection 

only when a worthy idea strikes. .



RED CANE BED Dimensions : D84” W 86” 
Headboard H 62”
Mattress : H 21”

We begin with the archiving 
of a found piece, identifying 
its provenance, the style, 
material and technique. We 
then free the imagination, 
so we see not what is but 
what can be. 



BLACK OVAL DOUBLE BED Dimensions : D 84” W 87” 
Headboard H 56”
Mattress : H 21”

BLACK OVAL SINGLE BED Dimensions : D 84” W 42” 
Headboard H 56”
Mattress : H 21”

‘Ekatva is an ode to a bygone era of handcrafted 
furniture, recast  for the contemporary soul.’



BLACK INLAY BAR CABINET Dimensions : W 36” H 42” D 18”

‘Jadeli, our inlay collection is all about pattern and texture, 
anchored in contemporary forms. Exploring both sharp and subtle 

contrasts. Beginning with a series of console tables and sideboards, 
the Inlay collection is a testament to fine craftsmanship. ’



BLACK CHEQUERED BAR CABINET Dimensions : W 42” H 60” D 18”



SILVER METAL BAR CABINET Dimensions : W 36” H 71” D 18”
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